The purpose of this note is to establish Peterson-Stein formulas for second order differentials in the Adams spectral sequence.
Proposition (P-S2). Let u g[X,E A Y]0 belong to ker^,0/*)-Then (dx)f(dx°(u)) = rf2°U(«)) in [X,E A (C(/))2 A r],/(im a",1 + im¿).
The functional differentials here are formed the usual way via the Puppe sequence.
We give a proof of P-S2, the proof of P-S1 being dual in a certain sense. The argument depends on the "simultaneous solution" to two coextension problems which is given in the [X CM a r']0 «XO A 1 A 1).
[x, (c©)2 a n, Then (;' A 1 A l)+(z2) represents both d2(f^(u)) and (dx)f(dx(u)) according to their definitions.
The indeterminacy in the formula is simply the larger of the indeterminacies of the two operations.
In a future paper involving Browder's work on the Kervaire invariant problem [2] , we make strong use of P-S2.
